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Abstract—The problem of improving the efficiency of the 
teaching department through the development of teaching 
department work area is described. Development of an 
automated workplace of a teaching department who allows to 
realize monitoring of progress of students, monitoring of 
mastering of disciplines by students, is synchronized with an 
automated workplace of the teacher of the higher school and 
autocompletes the report of movement of the contingent. 
Besides, the designed system allows to increase efficiency and 
efficiency of activities of employees of a teaching department. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Scientifically technical progress has led to that 
practically everyone uses electronic computers in the 
activity, whether it be the normal stationary computer, a 
laptop or a pad. 

Besides, now in Russia the great attention at the state 
level is given to society information as a whole and 
education spheres in particular. The federal, 
interdepartmental and branch programs directed on the 
decision of actual tasks of information of education, 
including development of an infrastructure of educational 
information field, development of electronic educational 
resources, improvement of professional skill of teachers in 
application field information and communication 
technologies, their implementation in the organization of 
educational process are implemented. 

Increase of management efficiency by a teaching 
department of a higher educational institution is one of the 
key tasks facing a manual of a teaching department. The 
constant magnification of volumes and intensity of 
information streams leads to necessity of usage of 
information means and technologies for increase of 
efficiency of handling, reliability and convenience of 
representation. But for the full changeover of traditional 
paper document circulation of a teaching department it is 
necessary to provide toolkit for display in the electronic 
form as a minimum of the same functions, however a part of 
functions thus is necessary for automating.  

For the decision of this task the automated workplace of 
a teaching department has been developed. Our application 
allows [1]: 

� to simplify operation of employees of a teaching 
department, 

� to reduce an amount of paper documents, 

� to eliminate financial expenses for printing of 
documents, 

� to lower probability of a human error, 

� training activity formalization. 

Also helps to automate the following functions: 

� calculation of the academic debts, 

� filling of the report of movement of the contingent, 

� control of development of subject matters, 

� monitoring of progress of students. 

The automated workplace represents set of the 
hardware-software means providing interaction of the 
person from a computer, gives possibility of information 
input and its output. In the given report I will consider 
software of an automated workplace of a teaching 
department, because hardware will be considered in other 
report. 

II. ABOUT AN AUTOMATED WORKPLACE OF A TEACHING 
DEPARTMENT

The automated workplace of a teaching department 
represents information system electronic magazine 
containing information on being trained students, the 
deducted students and the students being in the academic 
holiday. The application contains information necessary for 
formation of the monthly report of movement of the 
contingent of students. And as it contains information on 
dates of delivery by students of examinations, offsets and 
term papers. Appearance of the main application window is 
shown on Fig. 1 [2]. 

This application uses some tables of basic data [3]: 

� single information. The basic data entered once 
concern her: numbers of groups, biographical 
particulars about students etc. 
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� periodic information. It contains curricula on a 
semester, information from orders on staff of 
students etc. 

� operational information. Information on total 
certification concerns her from sheets and record 
books. 

Fig. 1. Type of the main window 

In the main window it is possible to choose type 
filtration students: 

� all students (without students on the academic 
holiday and deducted students), 

� according to course number, 

� in the direction, 

� according to group number. It is shown on Fig. 2. 

� on form of education (budget/contract), 

� on a floor (male/female), 

� on the academic holiday. It is shown on Fig. 3.

� the deducted students. All information is available 
only in browse mode. It is shown on Fig. 4.

Besides, it is possible, to sort the summary table by any 
column, to edit dates of deposit disciplines and personal 
information on students, to display the summary table on 
graphics, to execute movement of the contingent and to 
show the academic debts for the chosen date in the past.

The application is written to Delphi 7 in the Object 
Pascal language [4-7]. For prevention mistakes at a 
development stage and testing program the log was used 
[8].All this information is stored in a database of the 
program which in turn takes place in two Microsoft Excel 
files [9-12]: one file with data on students (a surname, a  

Fig. 2. Student's group 

Fig. 3. Students being in the academic holiday 

Fig. 4. The deducted students 

Fig. 5. Group.xls – data about students 

name, a floor, a course, the budget/contract), another - with 
curricula of groups. Storage of information is organized by 
a principle: on one sheet of the workbook information on 
one group is placed. You can see files with program data at 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

Our application does not contain estimates, and contains 
only dates of delivery of disciplines because for definition 
amount of the academic debts there is enough date. 
Besides, at assignment it is more important to know date of 
the last delivery, rather than an assessment of the student. 

Fig. 6. Training_plan.xls – data about training plan 
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III. MONITORING PROGRESS STUDENTS

A. Monitoring progress  
The automated workplace of a teaching department 

allows to carry out monitoring of progress of students. 

Monitoring of progress of students is carried out for the 
purpose of obtaining of the necessary information on 
performance of the schedule of educational process by 
them, levels of achievement of an object in view of 
training, stimulation of independent operation of students. 
It assists improving of the organisation and carrying out of 
studies, and also gain of responsibility of students for 
quality of the study in university. For this purpose in a 
SUAI it is developed and position about modularly-rating 
system of an estimation of quality of study of students 
operates [13]. 

B. Modular and rating system 
The task of modularly-rating system consists in support 

of a complex estimation of a level of mastering by students 
of the main educational programs of the higher vocational 
training. Mastering of everyone studied by the student in a 
subject matter semester, including optional and elective 
courses, it is estimated from 0 to 100 rating points («100 % 
of success»). At university the following scale of 
recalculation of a total amount of rating points in customary 
estimations on four-point system operates: less than 55 - 
«2», from 55 to 69 - «3», from 70 to 84 - «4», from 85 to 
100 - «5». Formation of a rating point in flow of a semester
depending on wishes of chair and specificity of a subject 
matter probably in two variants resulted in the Table I [13]. 

TABLE I. OPTIONS OF DISTRIBUTION RATING POINTS

№ Indicator Option 1 Option 2

1
The maximum sum of rating 
points by results of progress 60 80

2
The maximum sum of rating 
points at examination or offset 40 20

3
Amount of the points received in 
a semester since which bonus 50 70

4
The maximum quantity of bonus 
points for successful 30 20

5
Amount of points necessary for 
admission of the student to 35 45

C. Current monitoring 
Monitoring of progress of students is subdivided on 

leaking, intermediate and total. Current monitoring 
concern: control of attendance by students of occupations, 
their knowledge and skills on occupations, executions of 
examinations; testing on sections of subject matters and so 
forth [13]. 

D. The intermediate certification 
The intermediate certification of students is a following 

type of the control actions, based on results of current 
monitoring. It serves for an estimation of volume and level 
of mastering as students of a teaching material of one unit 
of discipline [13]. 

E. Total certification 
Total certification of students is based on results of the 

intermediate monitoring, is led in the form of offsets, 
examinations, protection of term papers or projects, reports 
on practice and serves for an estimation of knowledge, 
skills of the student on all volume of a subject matter 
studied in a semester [13]. 

F. The Pivot table and the schedule of the academic debts 
The automated workplace for a teaching department 

allows to carry out monitoring of progress of students. For 
this purpose there are following possibilities [13]: 

� The Pivot table of the academic debts on semester
with the shared information about the student (a 
surname, a name, course, group, a floor, mode of 
study and a mean score) and date of the last 
delivery. For convenience of operation probably to 
produce sorting, editing and a filtration of the data. 
It is shown on Fig. 2. 

� The Schedule of the academic debts allows to 
display an integral sight at progress more visually. 
It is shown on Fig. 7. 

Fig. 7. The Schedule of the academic debts 

IV. COMPILATION OF THE SCHEDULE ADDITIONAL SESSION

Monitoring mastering of subject matters by students is 
necessary for drawing up of the schedule of additional 
session. During additional session the repeating 
examinations the students who have received unsatisfactory 
estimates in winter session, will be organized in winter 
vacation, and received an unsatisfactory estimates in spring 
session within one week right after the completion of 
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session or within one week previous the beginning of new 
academic year. Chairs allow students to such examinations 
in the direction of the dean of faculty on the basis of the 
personal statement of the student.  

Monitoring mastering of subject matters by students is 
shown on Fig. 8. The disciplines not handed over more than 
30% of students are marked by the red. The disciplines 
which have been handed over by 100% of students, are 
marked by the green. Remaining disciplines - yellow. The 
table can be sorted and printed. 

Fig. 8. The Schedule of the academic debts 

V. EDITING INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENTS

In our application it is possible to carry out editing dates 
of deposit disciplines and personal information on students. 
The window of the first editing shares on 3 logic parts (fig. 
5): 

� Preservation and exit. There are two buttons: "Exit" 
- closes a window without preservation, and «To 
keep and close a window» - keeps changes and 
closes a window.  

� Date and operating mode choice. Consists of a 
calendar and the menu of a mode of editing. In the 
first - date which will be added in the chosen cell 
gets out. The chosen date remains, that is at 
repeated opening of a window the last chosen date 

will be active. In the second - the editing mode gets 
out: "viewing" - at a cell choice it will be allocated, 
"insert" - will be inserted the date chosen in a
calendar, to "remove" - the chosen cell will be 
cleared. The calendar is active only in the insert 
mode.  

� Editing. It is the table where dates of deposit 
disciplines for a semester are displayed. The filled 
cells are allocated green, and empty - red. Editing 
can be carried out on three categories: on a 
semester (Fig. 9), on the student (Fig. 10) both the 
chosen student and a semester (Fig. 11). 

Fig. 9. Editing the academic debts for the semester 

Fig. 10. Editing the academic debts for the student 

Fig. 11. Editing the academic debts for the semester and student 

The second allows to edit such data, as a surname, a 
name, a patronymic, student ID card number, a GPA and a 
floor. Besides, in browse mode it is possible to see 
information on the training direction, group, a course, form 
of education and history of orders on the student. It is 
shown on Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12.Edit the personal informational student 

VI. DRIVING OF A CONTINGENT OF STUDENTS

A. Driving of a contingent of students 

Movement contingent students - assignment, enrollment 
and transfers of students. Example of this operations is 
shown on Fig 13 and 14. It is recorded in the file report.log 
and shown on Fig 15. The report can be printed out. 

Fig. 13. Assignment student 

Fig. 14. Enrollment students 

Fig. 15. Report movement contingent students 

B. The report movement contingent students 
The automated workplace for a teaching department 

automatically forms statistical reports of a different look. 
The statistical report is an official document which contains 
data on work of the accountable object, brought on a 
special form. One of such reports is the report movement 
contingent students (Fig. 16) is a report which shows 
amount arrived, left, and the transferred students, 
considering contract/budgetary forms of education and a 
floor (man's/female). It is made for the periodic reporting of 
higher education institution before the Ministry of 
Education and Science of the Russian Federation and 
unloaded in Microsoft Excel [12]. 

Fig. 16. Report movement contingent students 
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VII. CONNECTION WITH AN AUTOMATED WORKPLACE OF 
THE HIGHER SCHOOL TEACHER

As it was planned in [1] development of an automated 
workplace of the teacher of the higher school [14] is made. 
In this chapter I will consider the problem connection of its 
with an automated workplace of a teaching department and 
briefly I will tell about it. 

The idea creation automated workplace the teacher arose 
on purpose to simplify work teachers, to release their hands 
from primitive teaching magazines, to accelerate process of 
a gain score students, to reduce probability a human 
mistake at calculation points, to provide impossibility 
change data with the third parties, to eliminate financial 
costs of the printing of magazines and to convict 
distribution of information on progress of students [15]. 

The tasks that it will implement: 

� implementation of electronic log which will 
integrate in itself attendance log, log with 
estimates, teaching log and log according to the 
security regulation, 

� data collection automation about the current, 
intermediate and total certifications, 

� data collection automation about attendance, 

� automation the process of assessment, 

� sheet filling. It is shown on Fig. 17. 

Fig. 17. Examination list 

Besides, this application works considering modular and 
rating system. I told about it in the section III.B, but here I 
will tell in more detail. 

Features of modular and rating system of GUAP, which 
are considered by an automated workplace of the teacher: 

� Duration of theoretical training in a semester makes 
17 weeks, examinations duration – 3,5 weeks. 

� Faultless assimilation of everyone studied by the 
student in a semester of a subject matter is 
estimated at 100 rating points. 

� For the disciplines which study is carried out some 
semester, 100 points are selected in each semester. 

� Course design (term paper) are evaluated on 
discipline separately, thus the maximum number of 
points also is set equal 100. 

� When charging points for execution of laboratory 
operations and other jobs it is expedient to consider 
timeliness of their execution. 

� From the maximum number of points which the 
student can gain in a semester, a quantity of points 
should be led out for visit of occupations and the 
academic activity of students. 

� The repeating examinations the students who have 
received unsatisfactory estimates in winter session, 
will be organized in the period of winter vacation, 
and received unsatisfactory estimates in spring 
session, within one week right after the end of 
session or within one week previous the beginning 
of new academic year. Chairs allow students to 
such examinations in the direction of the dean of 
faculty based on personal announcement of the 
student. 

The application is written to Delphi 7 in the Object 
Pascal language [5-7, 16].

Import and export to an automated workplace of a 
teaching department happens automatically. 

VIII. SYSTEM AUTOMATIC SEARCH MISTAKES

The system of automatic search of mistakes is developed 
for prevention emergence mistakes in data of the program: 
timeliness of an exit from the academic holiday, the 
completion of training and transition to the following 
course. At first sight it seems that such mistakes never will 
appear, but it is true for a case when at you 10 or 20 
students and when their number exceeds 500, this system 
becomes actual. The report of this system is shown on 
Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 18. System automatic search mistakes 

IX. CONCLUSION

I developed a program part of an automated workplace 
of a teaching department which allows to carry out 
monitoring progress students, monitoring mastering of 
subject matters by students, synchronization with an 
automated workplace of the higher school teacher and 
automatically fills the report of movement of the contingent 
of students.  

Moreover, the designed system allows to increase the 
efficiency and effectiveness of staff training center [1]. 
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